
ANY PLACE THAT SELLS GROCERIES OR KITCHEN APPLIANCES DOES NOT SELL 
REAL BAND INSTRUMENTS!!! 

• They look like the real thing. 
• They do not work, and an instrument repair shop will not fix them. 
• You will have wasted your money!  

AMAZON: has mostly “knock-off”/imposter brands, but also does sometimes have real instruments.  If 
you find one you think you’d like to buy, send me the link and I can tell you if it looks like the real thing.  
The fake brands come and go all the time but I can recognize the real ones.   

EXPECT TO INVEST ABOUT A MINIMUM OF $350 TO BUY A REAL BEGINNER LEVEL  
BAND INSTRUMENT.  READ ON FOR MORE ADVICE….

BEST 
BUY

BJ’SCOSTCO

Want to buy instead of rent?…You can!….Here is some advice gained 
from years of experience…

Dear Parent/Guardian 

I am so excited that your child has decided to play the clarinet!  This letter should provide 
you with all the information you need to get ready. 

I suggest that, with regard to the instrument, you take advantage of a rental plan which 
allows you to apply your payments to the final cost.  I have included some information from 
local choices on my weebly website.  All of them are offering safe options for pickup/
delivery of instruments and accessories.   

When you rent the instrument, please ask for a Yamaha..  The stores usually have a variety 
of brands and the price will not change depending on which brand you rent.  The rental 
contract will provide you with a beginner level instrument regardless.  I have found the 
Yamaha beginner models to be the most consistently reliable and durable brand.  It won’t cost you 
any more to get one, you just have to ask!!  It is ok to wait if they don’t have Yamaha in 
stock.  Hands on lessons with instruments will start on September 29th at the earliest.

All instruments usually need some minor repairs or tune-ups within the first year or two.  If you 
rent from the music stores, this is sometimes even included in part of your contract (ask what is!).  
You might save a few dollars and purchase another brand from another source, but may not be 
able to find anyone willing to repair it for you!   The guarantee of convenient repair is where the 
real value in the rental contract is found. 



You will also need to purchase the following items in addition to renting the clarinet
•Essential Elements (book 1) for Bb Clarinet (this book can stay at home in a safe place until 

later in the year!) 
•music stand (absolutely necessary for home practice) 
•One box of 10 new reeds made by Vandoren (dark blue box) strength 2 
•swab for cleaning the inside of the clarinet (should come with the instrument!) 
•cork grease (should come with the instrument!) 
•plastic reed case for 4 reeds  

I hope to meet each of you soon.  If you have any concerns or questions about anything in this letter or 
about anything at all during the year, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me.  Thank you in 
advance for supporting your child’s musical interests and music in our school.   

Musically,  

Tim Beall 
Band Director 

Please DO NOT allow your child to touch an instrument 
until he/she has been instructed to do so in the correct 
fashion.  Yes, there are lots of videos online about 
assembling instruments.  I will be sure to point 
everyone in the right direction.  Please ask them to 
wait until then!

All students interested in saxophone will begin lessons on the clarinet in September.  This 
progression will result in improved control and tone production, and the switch is 
relatively simple, assuming the child has worked very hard on the clarinet from the 
beginning.  The saxophone is a considerably more expensive instrument.  Music and 
Arts or Mike’s Music will apply 100% of your clarinet rental fees towards the final purchase 
of the saxophone when you swap.  We will switch an appropriate number of successful 
clarinet students to saxophone later this year I am making an active effort to control 
the saxophone “population” as the middle and high schools are usually overbalanced 
on this instrument.  

My advice is to review this list with the music store.   

THE CARE KIT/STARTER PACK IS NOT REQUIRED!

REVIEW OF CHOICES…. 

1. RENT-TO-OWN: Small payments.  Easy repairs - get the insurance/repair coverage!.  You won’t be 
sorry.  You’ll always an instrument that works or they’ll just trade!

2. BUY  ($350 or more): No monthly payments.  Spend less in the long run because you aren’t paying 
rental fees. A refurbished brass or woodwind instrument from a reputable shop is an excellent value.  
You will have pay for any repairs along the way.   

If those 2 choices are not feasible - CONTACT MR. BEALL!  There are some school owned instruments 
available.  We will work something out.  Everyone who wants to play can have a real instrument.  We will 
make it happen!.  


